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Interview with THUNDER AND RAIN!  We catch up with the Colorado 

Americana quartet fresh from releasing their Passing in The Night album; a 
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A track-by-track guide to our ROCK AND ROLL SONG compilation album!  A 

write-up of the album with each track reviewed! (Pages 6-11) 
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psychedelic rockers tell us all about their desert-influenced sound and what 
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delve into The Breed’s back catalogue!  We discuss their 2016 long player, Play 

My Game, and 60s pop culture! (Pages 20-23) 

Interview with the BLACK MOON BOYS!  Our very first feature with an artist 

signed to Rebel Music Records, here are the Canadian neo-rockabilly men, the 

Black Moon Boys! (Pages 26-29) 

Interview with THE HIGH AND WIDES!  Get to know this Maryland based 

Billboard charting bluegrass group and hear all about their not so difficult 

second album! (Pages 34-37) 
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Passing in The Night 
This issue’s cover feature comes 

from the brilliant Colorado 

Americana quartet, Thunder 

and Rain.  These guys have 

already featured their brilliant 

track, ‘No Darlin’, on our 20/20 

Hindsight compilation and with 

good cause.  Their unique brand 

of the most traditional of 

American music is world-

conquering and hopefully, with 

time, this is exactly what will 

happen.  Fresh from releasing 

their third studio effort, Passing 

in The Night, a modern country and folk classic, these young, fresh-faced 

outlaws stop by to talk to us about a seismic change in the band’s line up, 

dealing with big name comparisons, and the supremely talented Colorado 

music scene.  Enjoy and be sure to pick up your very own copy of Passing in 

The Night; you can thank me later! 

Aldora Britain Records: “Hi guys, how are you? It’s great to be talking.  Could 

you start off by telling me a bit about Thunder and Rain?  How did the band 

come to be?” 

Erinn Mae: “Thunder and Rain formed 

after I moved to Golden in September 

2013 to start a band with my music 

partner at the time, Pete Weber.  

Together, we found the rest of the 

band, and since then it’s gone through 

more than a few member changes.  

One of the biggest was when Pete and 

I ended our professional and romantic 

relationship in 2018.  A lot of the new 

songs on our album are inspired by 

that.” 
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Aldora Britain Records: 

“Erinn, you have 

received comparisons to 

Linda Ronstadt and 

Alison Krauss, and both 

comparisons I’d say 

totally hit the nail on the 

head!  How does this 

feel?  Is it quite 

gratifying and humbling 

or do you find it to be 

added pressure?” 

Erinn Mae: “It’s 

extremely humbling and 

gratifying.  I don’t feel 

pressure because if I just 

keep singing the way I do, hopefully those comparisons keep coming!  It 

encourages me that there is an audience for our music, because both of those 

women have millions of fans and would sell out a show anywhere they play.”  

Aldora Britain Records: “Your album is superb, I’d be hard pushed to find an 

independent Americana album of such calibre.  It’s called Passing in The Night, 

could you tell us a bit about the album and how it came to together?” 

Erinn Mae: “I started to write the album after 

Pete and I split in 2018.  I had a few short 

relationships right after that one ended, and I 

was in a really raw place where I was able to 

write very honest songs.  I was also doing 

massive amounts of self discovery, since my 

identity was tied to Pete for so long.  We 

wanted to make a record where we were the producers, and we only used our 

acoustic instruments so that we could recreate everything live.  We really 

wanted to stay true to our sound and go back to who we were when the band 

started.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “There’s a track hidden away towards the end of the 

album called ‘Nobody’s Darlin’.  I think it is an absolutely magnificent country 

track.  What is the story behind the song and what is it all about?” 

“I was in a really 

raw place where I 

was able to write 

very honest songs.” 
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Erinn Mae: “I wrote that song for the short period of time when I was single in 

2018.  I was always trying to make a relationship work, and suddenly not 

having one was incredibly freeing.  I finally appreciated how much I’d been 

through in my life all on my own and wanted to recognise that my own story is 

the greatest one I have to tell, as opposed to a love story.  I also wanted to 

have a track on the album with a killer old time melody that all the instruments 

could play together.  I got the inspiration for the melody from a song off 

Disney’s Pocahontas, one of my favourite movies.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “I’d like to ask about the Colorado music scene at the 

moment.  There’s so many great musicians, songwriters and artists coming out 

of there just now.  Could you tell us a bit about what it’s like to be a part of it?” 

Erinn Mae: “I love the Colorado music scene because the line between fan and 

artist is incredibly blurry.  I am both.  Often huge fans of the music end up 

picking up instruments and forming their own band, and then their ‘heroes’ in 

“I finally appreciated how much I’d been through in 

my life all on my own and wanted to recognise that 

my own story is the greatest one I have to tell, as 

opposed to a love story.” 
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the scene will go to their show.  It’s 

such an amazing, supportive place 

that honestly has too much talent.  

I now understand that every 

famous band came from a whole 

scene of bands, artists and friends 

supporting each other.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “What’s 

up next for Thunder and Rain?” 

Erinn Mae: “A tour to the UK in 

May, many more shows after, and 

mostly, to quote a famous toy 

astronaut, ‘to infinity and 

beyond’.”  

 

 

QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB Records: “Favourite artist?”  Erinn Mae: “Don’t think I could choose, but 

I really love Tyler Childers and Phoebe Bridges.”   

AB Records: “Favourite album?”  Erinn Mae: “Graceland by Paul Simon.”   

AB Records: “First gig?”  Erinn Mae: “First show I ever saw was NSYNC.  I 

was six and the loud music scared me.  I spent most of the show hiding 

under the seat.”   

AB Records: “Style icon?”  Erinn Mae: “Again, so hard to choose.  It’s people 

I see in real life.  Sometimes I’ll see someone wearing something and it just 

clicks, ‘I need that, that’s my style’, and I’ll hunt for it.”   

AB Records: “Favourite film?”  Erinn Mae: “The Lion King.  I have a tattoo of 

baby Simba above my left elbow.”   

AB Records: “Favourite up and coming artist?”  Erinn Mae: “There are some 

amazing up and coming bands in Colorado.  I really like Pick N Howl, The 

Wooks, and Jackie and the Racket.” 
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ROCK AND ROLL SONG 
Rock and Roll Song is the 

eleventh compilation album 

from independent music e-

zine and label, Aldora Britain 

Records.  It is a collection of 

fourteen songs by fourteen 

different artists.  The songs 

may not necessarily be rock 

and roll in terms of musical 

style, but every artist here 

has the rock and roll 

attitude.  The artwork 

references the greatest rock 

and roll band of all time, The 

Beatles.  The shot is taken 

from the site that inspired ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’.  I’m sure some of these 

acts will become integral parts of the history of rock and roll. 

This compilation sees the return of Maze, The Theme, The Breed, and B.R. 

Mount & The Doubt.  New arrivals to AB Records are: Mini Meltdowns 

(Ramones-styled pop punk), The Lonesome Wilderness (expansive psychedelic 

indie rock), Tattletale Saints (fun Americana country), Gareth Leach (Australian 

southern rock), Anth Purdy (instrumental blues balladry), Eddie 9V (bluesy 

Tennessee soul), Daisy Chain (hard and heavy rock and roll), Robojom (new 

wave post punk), The Green Zoo (cinematic chamber pop), and Josue Kinter 

(mysterious Gothic Americana). 

So… as always, we have a right mix.  Would we want it any other way? 

Enjoy! 

Tom @ AB Records 
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“Gonna Miss You” by Mini Meltdowns 

Jon Phillip’s new duo, Mini Meltdowns, 

perform a soaring punk rock anthem 

that crash lands somewhere between 

‘Rockaway Beach’ by the Ramones and 

‘Denis’ by Blondie.  It has all the rock 

and roll attitude and swagger that 

provides the perfect opener for this 

full-steam ahead collection.  The pop 

sensibility behind the track is 

undeniable and it has a chorus capable 

of replacing a whole host of 

mainstream radio. 

“Heading Out of Nowhere” by Maze 

Gary Davis and Paul Bassom are no 

strangers to anthemic, modern indie rock 

and roll and that is exactly what they 

deliver here.  It’s become inevitable that 

where these two names go, this 

incredible sound follows.  This track 

builds and builds with swirling noughties 

indie guitar and driving rhythm.  This is, 

of course, the backdrop to the much 

underrated voice of Davis. 

“Awake in The Night” by The Lonesome 

Wilderness 

The Lonesome Wilderness introduce 

themselves with a swirling neo-

psychedelic indie rock and roll number.  

The eery guitar works well alongside the 

laidback vocal on the track and it 

succeeds in creating a calmed summer 

feeling.  The chorus explodes out too and 

really brings the song home.  Superb 

from The Lonesome Wilderness. 
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“Distance” by The Theme 

This, the title track from The 

Theme’s 2019 EP, is the perfect 

example of their new and more 

refined direction.  The sound 

becomes larger and more 

orchestral in parts and you can 

really make out the unique and 

groundbreaking Phil Sorrell stamp.  

We’re definitely looking forward to 

more Theme material recorded at 

Caretaker Studios.  

“Pop Song” by The Breed 

Tasmanian band, The Breed, return 

to our compilation series with this 

upbeat slice of garage sunshine pop.  

An ode to the perfect song, Wayne 

Crisp and band cut through a 

Merseybeat tune that sounds like it 

could’ve been written in the 60s.  It’s 

something that bands can struggle 

with; harking back to the retro pop 

of decades gone by, whilst retaining 

an individual edge.  Great stuff!  

“Rumors Of Light” by B.R. Mount & The 

Doubt 

This is a brilliant folk rock song, tinged 

with elements of colour and psychedelia.  

It’s message is simple; one of the good 

life, one of understanding, and one of 

world peace.  The soundtrack to this 

content is perfect as Mount and The 

Doubt play a bouncy and upbeat folk 

track, which retains an effortlessly 

charming feeling throughout. 
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“Bobby Where Did You Learn to 

Dance” by Tattletale Saints 

Danceable Americana by way of 

New Zealand.  The Tattletale Saints 

create an utterly irresistible blend 

of traditional melodies and good 

time country and western vocals.  

This track proves to be the perfect 

example of this and is driven along 

by mandolins, banjos and shuffling 

drums aplenty.  Winstanley’s 

songwriting is definitely something 

to keep your eye on. 

“Better or Worse?” by Gareth Leach 

We continue with more Oceanic roots 

music, this time from Australia.  Gareth 

Leach’s eery outlaw country anthem, 

complete with twangy guitars, provides 

the perfect antithesis to the Tattletale 

Saints.  The track is Leach through and 

through; southern outlaw rock with grit 

and a hard edge, complete with a 

building and questioning atmosphere 

throughout. 

“Hollywood Angel” by Anth Purdy 

Geordie guitar virtuoso, Anth Purdy, 

comes next.  Purdy demonstrates with 

great ease his unique, vintage-tinted 

style with ‘Hollywood Angel’.  You really 

get a sense of the hours and hours that 

Purdy has put in to perfecting his craft.  

Pure swinging bluesy balladry told 

through a beautifully pure instrumental 

soundscape, complete with large 

Hollywood-sounding production. 
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“Left My Soul in Memphis” by 

Eddie 9V 

Eddie 9V has not left his soul 

anywhere.  This young soul 

revivalist is on a playing field with 

recent soul screamers such as Nick 

Waterhouse and even the brilliant 

Charles Bradley.  The track conveys 

elements of funk in the 

instrumentation, and blues in 

Eddie’s vocal delivery.  The track 

truly sounds like it could have been 

cut at Stax. 

“Paper Carton Pulp” by Daisy Chain 

Things get a bit looser with this rock 

and roller from the supreme Daisy 

Chain.  Fuzz it up, turn it up and get 

loose with this pounding garage 

rock groove.  ‘Paper Carton Pulp’ 

has its strongest point in the 

swirling blues rock guitar, as heavy 

as it got with the likes of Led 

Zeppelin or Humble Pie.  Rock and 

roll. 

“Take Off Your Face” by Robojom 

Robojom provide us with an 

industrial slice of new wave post 

punk with ‘Take Off Your Face’.  Their 

effortless mix of authentic and 

electronic sound provides for a truly 

catchy and danceable mixture.  In 

recent years it could perhaps be 

comparable to LCD Soundsystem or 

the Yeah Yeah Yeahs, complete with 

a dance punk drive. 
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“Breathe” by The Green Zoo 

‘Breathe’ is an operatic 

chamber pop masterpiece of a 

song.  It incorporates elements 

of neo-psychedelia and modern 

alternative rock too in an 

effortless manner.  It builds in a 

refined way that really entices 

the listener into the song and 

moves into the chorus with 

electronic elements also.  The 

track winds in this colourful 

and psychedelic space and does 

not disappoint. 

“Summertime” by Josue Kinter 

The album closes with a 

contribution from the heir to the 

crown of gothic Americana.  Josue 

Kinter delivers ‘Summertime’, 

hinting at the likes of Lee 

Hazlewood throughout.  It’s 

mystical and middle Eastern 

charm is a real catch too and 

Kinter’s style proves to be 

something that is a real rarity in 

modern American folk music.  A 

fine closing track.  
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ROCK AND ROLL SONG 
A collection of independent or underground songs from Aldora Britain 

Records! 

Featuring songs from Mini Meltdowns, Maze, The Lonesome Wilderness, The 

Theme, The Breed, B.R. Mount & The Doubt, Tattletale Saints, Gareth Leach, 

Anth Purdy, Eddie 9V, Daisy Chain, Robojom, The Green Zoo, and Josue Kinter! 

Why not get your own copy?  Available for just £0.90 at the link… 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/rock-and-roll-song  

 
As taken from the ABR compilation series that has been played on Planet Beth, 

Luxy Galaxy, Brutha Voodoo’s Playlist Obscura, All Things Blues and Southern 

Rock, Lucky Bag Show, The Alternative Sessions on Conquest Hospital Radio, 

and by Israeli DJ, Ahiad Lock! 

As seen on the Tip Top Pop Show! 

Featured and reviewed by Pinball Wizard and Yep Magazine! 

Associated with Button Up Records, Rebel Music Records, Direct Records, and 

72rpm Records! 

In proud collaboration with Phil Sorrell and the modernist pop artists at 

Caretaker Studios! 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/rock-and-roll-song
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Return from The Wilderness 
We are super excited and proud to 

bring you our first ever feature with 

Arizona-based cosmic psychedelic 

outfit, The Lonesome Wilderness.  

These guys produce a style of neo-

psychedelia that blends the world of 

noughties indie rock with the 

psychedelic sounds of the 60s, a 

brilliant mix!  The group have put in 

the hard yards since releasing their 

debut EP in 2015, they have played 

‘dirt lots, backyards, and dark bars’ 

alongside slots at the McDowell Mountain Music Festival and the Canal 

Convergence Festival.  Now, they are fresh from releasing their long player, 

Awake in The Night, in January of this year. 

We chat to guitar slinger, Joe Golfen, and get an idea of what The Lonesome 

Wilderness are all about.  We chat about the recent album, their colourful 

psychedelic sound, and what music means to them.  Enjoy! 

Aldora Britain Records: “Hi Joe, it’s great to be talking to you.  How are you?  

Could you tell me a bit about the band and how The Lonesome Wilderness 

came to be?” 

Joe: “Hey Tom, great to talk to you!  

We’ve been going together as a band 

for about seven years, and we’ve put 

out two Eps before this, our self-titled 

debut in 2015 and Lush in 2017.  The 

band first started out when me, my 

brother Paul and my then-girlfriend 

(now wife) Andrea decided we finally 

needed to get a project going after a 

few years of trying to get something 

off the ground.  So, we played our first 
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show with just the three of us, 

and ever since Brian has joined 

as our drummer, we’ve been 

gaining traction.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “Your 

sound is quite challenging to 

describe; it’s a blend of 

dreamy folk, colourful 

psychedelia, and boundary-

pushing soundscapes.  What 

goes into the melting pot?  

What influences you as a 

band?” 

Joe: “That’s a pretty great 

description right there!  But 

yeah it can be really tricky to 

describe our sound, and that’s because we all have a pretty diverse musical 

palette and we really try not to limit what we can do as a band.  I actually put 

together a Spotify playlist of the songs that most inspired the record, and 

people seemed to respond well to that.” 

“One thing we are really inspired by is 

our sense of place, living in the Arizona 

desert.  The desert is very beautiful 

and very dangerous, so it’s a place that 

can inspire a lot of different feelings, 

and we are trying to capture that in 

sound.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “You’ve 

recently brought out Awake in The 

Night.  It’s a great record and has some pretty interesting themes and topics 

running through it.  Could you tell us a little about it?” 

Joe: “So musically, Awake in The Night is really our attempt to put all the 

pieces together, from noisy experiments and psychedelic touches, to pop 

songs and the finger picking folk stuff.  This album is sort of about getting 

older, and all the good and bad that comes with that.  The title track is about  

“One thing we are 

really inspired by is our 

sense of place, living in 

the Arizona desert.  The 

desert is very beautiful 

and very dangerous.” 
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trying to hold onto the past 

and all the trouble that can get 

you into.  ‘(So) Easy’ and ‘Black 

Smoke Clouds’ reflect our 

uneasy political times here in 

America and not really 

knowing how to respond to 

that.” 

“But I didn’t want a dark 

album, because on a personal 

level, things have been really 

great.  Andrea (bass player) 

and I had a baby in the middle 

of recording this record, so 

even though a lot of the writing was finished, we really wanted our joy and 

new life experiences to come through in the sound of the record.  And that’s 

why it’s a little light and bleary sounding, because that’s how we felt most of 

the time!” 

Aldora Britain Records: “Could you tell us a little about the track, ‘(So) Easy’?  

What’s the story behind the song?” 

Joe: “That song is the most political thing we’ve ever done, and Andrea and I 

worked on the lyrics for a long time before we got it right.  I knew I wanted to 

address all the unrest in the US and even in Arizona, being right along the 

border with Mexico, where a lot of families are deeply affected by things like 

Trump’s immigration crackdown.  The actions of the US all feel hateful and 

wrong to us, but it’s hard to say something new in a song and hard to find an 

angle that doesn’t make it all about yourself.” 

“So that song is kind of about that struggle, of not knowing how to respond 

and not knowing what to do about the things we are seeing all around us.  It 

would be much easier to pretend it wasn’t happening and I think a lot of 

people, myself included, are guilty of doing that when it doesn’t directly impact 

us.” 
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Aldora Britain Records: “You’ve said 

that, as a band, you find ‘passion and 

solace’ in your music.  It’s a broad 

question but a fascinating one, what 

does the music mean to you?” 

Joe: “For me, the kind of music that 

really matters to me is the kind that 

reflects what I’m feeling and where I 

am in life.  It kind of gives voice and 

sound to your emotions.  Obviously 

music has this effect on a lot of 

people, and I think the kind of music 

you really like can be very personal.  It can help shape the way you look at the 

world, and it helps you build your sense of identity.  That’s why it’s often so 

important to young people, who are still looking for their way in the world.”  

Aldora Britain Records: “What’s up 

next for The Lonesome 

Wilderness?” 

Joe: “We’ll be doing some shows 

this year and hopefully hitting the 

road to do a bit of touring.  I have a 

batch of new songs and I wouldn’t 

mind getting back in the studio 

again soon.  Hopefully we can make 

that happen!” 

 

“I think the kind of music 

you really like can be very 

personal.  It can help 

shape the way you look at 

the world, and it helps 

you build your sense of 

identity.” 

QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB Records: “Favourite artist?”  Joe: “Spoon or Wilco.”  AB Records: 

“Favourite album?”  Joe: “Paul Simon’s Graceland.”  AB Records: “First gig?”  

Joe: “George Clinton and the Parliament-Funkadelic when I was sixteen.”  

AB Records: “Style icon?”  Joe: “Bob Dylan, the man had a lot of great 

looks.”  AB Records: “Favourite film?”  Joe: “Rushmore.”  AB Records: 

“Favourite up and coming band?”  Joe: “I’ve been loving Big Thief and The 

Blank Tapes.” 
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Festive Singalongs (In March!) 
So… following on from the 

review of John Donegan’s 

Christmas single in our last 

issue, we thought it was only 

right that we’d give his festive 

covers album some airtime 

this time.  Sing Along with 

John at Christmas does what is 

says on the tin, a family 

Christmas album with the 

songs you actually want to 

hear, not all the carols and 

jingles that have been played 

to death for a month. 

The set kicks off with the one original song on the album, John’s Christmas 

single, ‘I’m Giving Christmas a Miss This Year’, which will restore your faith in 

the novelty of a rock and roll Christmas song.  It deserves to be a classic and it 

provides another fine example of what Phil Sorrell contributes to John’s work 

over at Caretaker Studios.  The song’s outro, led by Izzy Sorrell is extremely 

noteworthy too, it really brings the love and Christmas spirit into the song and 

juxtaposes John’s bah humbug attitude. 

‘White Christmas’ follows and then we have a set of, as John puts it, songs his 

mum would love to hear.  Bowie’s ‘Life on Mars’ has to be a highlight here and 

the otherworldly rendition of ‘I’ll Never Fall in Love Again’.  A questionable cut 

is included in ‘Sweet Caroline’, one for the darts fans I’m sure!  But John, you 

pulled it off! 

‘My Way’, ‘You’ll Never Walk Alone’ and ‘Dirty Old Town’, a channelling of 

Donegan’s inner MacGowan, complete the album.  This set really brings out 

the power of Donegan’s voice that you might not pick it up in his rocked-up 

Been Sold Flat album, but there is a blue-eyed soul boy in there.  
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BLOSSOM 
A collection of independent or underground songs from Aldora Britain 

Records! 

Featuring songs from J P Worsfold, Liar’s Trial, Ryan Newton, Proper, Eddie 

Japan, Norgay Tension, Ray Frost, The Westsylvanians, Wild Bill & The Railroad 

Cats, Jess Morrison, David Lawrence, The Shattered Hopes, Darren Tuck, and 

The State System!  

Why not get your own copy?  Available for just £0.90 at the link… 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/blossom 

 

As taken from the ABR compilation series that has been played on Planet Beth, 

Luxy Galaxy, Brutha Voodoo’s Playlist Obscura, All Things Blues and Southern 

Rock, Lucky Bag Show, The Alternative Sessions on Conquest Hospital Radio, 

and by Israeli DJ, Ahiad Lock! 

As seen on the Tip Top Pop Show! 

Featured and reviewed by Pinball Wizard and Yep Magazine! 

Associated with Button Up Records, Rebel Music Records, Direct Records, and 

72rpm Records! 

In proud collaboration with Phil Sorrell and the modernist pop artists at 

Caretaker Studios! 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/blossom
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Playing the Game 
Our regular readers will 

remember Wayne Crisp, 

frontman of The Breed, who 

chatted to us in Issue 9 of 

our e-zine.  In that interview 

he discussed the latest 

album from The Breed, Pop 

Song; this time around we 

delve into the Tasmanian 

sixties rocker’s back 

catalogue and discuss their 

2016 long player, Play My 

Game, another set of 60s-

inspired garage sunshine 

pop. 

Wayne discusses certain tracks from the album, the artwork, and a bit about 

60s popular culture.  Enjoy! 

Aldora Britain Records: “Hi Wayne, great to have you back to discuss your Play 

My Game album.  Could you tell us about how the album came together?” 

Wayne: “Hi Tom, thanks for having me back.  The Play My Game album is 

basically a collection of songs about life, love and living in Hobart.  ‘Play my 

game’ referring to playing the game of life.  The cover of the album is set out 

like a Monopoly board with the squares on the board relating to different 

things associated with The Breed such as gigs played, instruments used and 

recordings released.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “I’m loving the song ‘Franklin Square’.  Could you tell 

us the story behind it and how it came about?” 

Wayne: “Franklin Square is a popular park and meeting place in the centre of 

Hobart with bus stops on two sides where buses take people to and from the 

city.  It is a great place to just sit and soak up the atmosphere and watch the 

people coming and going or just sit and watch the water fountain.  There is 

plenty of seating and grass to picnic on with shade being provided by some big 
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trees.  The song is literally about the 

park and what happens there.  I 

suppose we were trying to do 

something like Ray Davies (The 

Kinks) did with ‘Waterloo Sunset’.  

Singing about the place we live in.  

We even did a video for the song 

and you can find it on YouTube.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “You’ve 

always got great artwork for your releases.  Is the style and appearance as 

important as the music do you think?” 

Wayne: “The music is the most important thing but style and appearance can 

definitely compliment the music.  The artwork can attract someone to have a 

closer look at the release to find out what it is all about.  If the two things are 

working together then the whole package is so much better than just the 

music.  As a record collector I have 

often bought albums from just 

looking at the cover.  If effort is put 

into the artwork, then you can be 

fairly confident that the same 

effort will be taken with the music.  

The style of the artwork will also 

say something about the style of 

the music of the artist.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “In our last 

interview we discussed 60s pop 

culture quite extensively.  A couple 

of fun questions now… what would you say was the one most important 

musical event to happen in the 60s, excluding Beatlemania?” 

Wayne: “Now, that’s a difficult question.  Initially I would say the ‘British 

Invasion’ in the early to mid-60s, during which many British rock bands and 

pop artists found mainstream success in the United States and worldwide, but 

this was probably just an extension of Beatlemania.” 

“Then there was The Beatles concert at Shea Stadium in 1965 where over 

55,000 people attended.  This remained the highest concert attendance in the 

“I suppose we were 

trying to do something 

like Ray Davies did with 

‘Waterloo Sunset’.  

Singing about the place 

we live in.” 
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United States until 1973, when Led Zeppelin played to an audience of 56,000 in 

Tampa, Florida, but again this was probably just an extension of Beatlemania.” 

“So, that just leaves the rise of the big music festivals that first happened in the 

60s.  There was the Monterey Pop Festival in 1967 which featured some of the 

most popular rock musicians of the time and was one of the first heavily 

attended rock festivals.  Following on from this there was the Woodstock 

festival in 1969 which was probably the culmination of the social revolution 

that took place during the 60s.” 

“So, my short answer would be the Woodstock Music Festival.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “What song from the 60s do you wish you’d written 

and why?” 

Wayne: “This question is even harder than the previous one!  There are quite a 

few songs one could choose, all for different reasons and it is almost 

impossible to choose just one song.  So, here’s a short list with the reasons for 

choosing each song.” 

“The Beatles, ‘Yesterday’, 1965.  The most covered pop song of all time.  I’d be 

rich from all the royalties!” 
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“The Who, ‘My Generation’, 1965.  This is a defining song of the rock era.  It is 

very powerful and a song that can be as relevant to each successive generation 

as it was in the 60s.” 

“The Beatles, ‘I Want to Hold Your Hand’, 1963.  The song that really kicked off 

the ‘British Invasion’ of the 60s.” 

“The Beach Boys, ‘Good Vibrations’, 1966.  This song was an immediate critical 

and commercial hit worldwide.  It was the most expensive single ever recorded 

at the time of its release and became widely acclaimed as one of the finest and 

most important works of the rock era – a mini rock symphony.” 

“The Archies, ‘Sugar Sugar’, 1969.  Number one in both the UK and USA.  The 

best example of bubblegum pop, it was very catchy, it had a great hook, and 

you can’t help but sing along with it.  The Breed cover this song in their current 

setlist.” 

“The Marvelettes, ‘I’ll Keep Holding On’, 1965.  Not really a big seller but a 

great example of R&B/soul from the Tamla label.  This song was also covered 

by British mod band, The Action, in 1966.  I really love the 60s Tamla/Motown 

sound.”  
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Aldora Britain Records: “What’s up next for The Breed?” 

Wayne: “The same as before, more recording and more gigs, and trying to get 

as many people as possible to find out about The Breed.  This is where I want 

to give thanks to AB Records for helping spread the word about The Breed.  So, 

Tom, thanks for your interest in The Breed.” 

 

QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB Records: “Favourite artist?”  Wayne: “The Beatles.” 

AB Records: “Favourite album?”  Wayne: “Rubber Soul, The Beatles.” 

AB Records: “First gig?”  Wayne: “Farewell concert for local group, 

Beathoven, prior to them moving from Hobart to Melbourne.  This was held 

in the Hobart City Hall which was packed with lots of screaming girls.  

Following their move to Melbourne they were signed to a worldwide 

contract with EMI, but unfortunately they didn’t achieve their full 

potential.” 

AB Records: “Style icon?”  Wayne: “Paul Weller from his days in The Jam.” 

AB Records: “Favourite film?”  Wayne: “To Sir with Love (1967).” 

AB Records: “Favourite up and coming artist?”  Wayne: “As before, The 

Vinylos.” 
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Are You the Girl on The Bike? 
Jenny Wren & Her 

Borrowed Wings take it 

back to the 40s and even 

the prohibition era with 

some good time, old time 

blues on their long player, 

The Girl on The Bike (Are 

You the Girl on The Bike?). 

The album opens with ‘Balls 

Mad’, a bluesy shuffler that 

really sets the tone.  You 

could almost picture this 

song being performed in 

the speakeasies and 

establishments of ill repute 

throughout the prohibition era.  ‘Showtime’ and ‘The Dirty Disease’ are further 

powerful R&B statements from this English combo.  They showcase the 

prowess of the Borrowed Wings as they perform acoustic instruments with 

great proficiency and rhythm, a blues masterclass. 

‘So Much More’ brings the lowdown bass and adds a hard edge and grit to 

proceedings and ‘Cast Out the Snake’ provides one of the highlights of the 

record with a jazzed-up bombardment of rootsy musicianship – exceptional.  

The title track is a seductively charming laid-back number and ‘Hard Blues’ 

conveys a hard time, bad luck story through sheer blues balladry. 

The album winds down with more Americana blues in ‘Devil’s Paw’, ‘I’m Gone’, 

and ’44 Years’.  The closing number is the countrified ‘Get Where It Goes’ 

which provides one final touching moment on the record which is a real 

highlight to see us out. 
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I DON’T SING FOR YOU 
A collection of independent or underground songs from Aldora Britain 

Records! 

Featuring songs from Doctor Bird, JDR & The Broadcast, Michael Weiskopf, 

Ulysses, Ryan Chrys & The Rough Cuts, Katie Knipp, Phil Matthews A.K.A. The 

Village, House & Hawk, Luke Fairhead, Frantically Atlantic, River Poets, Lazy 

Eye, From Constellation, and Grey Star Ghost! 

Why not get your own copy?  Available for just £0.90 at the link…  

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/i-I-sing-for-you  

 
As taken from the ABR compilation series that has been played on Planet Beth, 

Luxy Galaxy, Brutha Voodoo’s Playlist Obscura, All Things Blues and Southern 

Rock, Lucky Bag Show, The Alternative Sessions on Conquest Hospital Radio, 

and by Israeli DJ, Ahiad Lock! 

As seen on the Tip Top Pop Show! 

Featured and reviewed by Pinball Wizard and Yep Magazine! 

Associated with Button Up Records, Rebel Music Records, Direct Records, and 

72rpm Records! 

In proud collaboration with Phil Sorrell and the modernist pop artists at 

Caretaker Studios! 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/i-dont-sing-for-you
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Rebel Music  
We recently started a collaboration with German record label, Rebel Music 

Records.  Johnny Valentine and the rest of the team are aces at bringing some 

of the best neo-rockabilly to our ears; The Panthers, Wild Deuces, Billy 

Brillantine, the list goes on… but Quebec-based quartet, the Black Moon Boys, 

are the first act to grace the page of Aldora Britain Records and, let me tell you, 

these guys set the bar high. 

Two years on from releasing their brilliant debut, Nuthouse, ten original killer 

rockabilly tracks, guitarist Jeff Ray Holmes speaks to us about the band and 

about where they are heading.  Enjoy!  

 

Aldora Britain Records: “Hi Jeff, how are you?  It’s great to have you and the 

Black Moon Boys involved.  Could you tell us a bit about the band and how it 

all came together?” 

Jeff: “Hi Tom, I’m doing great, thanks for having us on your compilation!  Black 

Moon Boys formed in early 2015.  Marc-Andre was looking to start a rockabilly 

band and met me through a mutual friend.  After a few tryouts, we were lucky 

to recruit two solid musicians on the rhythm section: Eric Sandmark on drums 

(Ray Condo, Crazy Rhythm Daddies), and Olivier Pomerleau on bass.  The 

wheels started to roll pretty fast with these two, and we started gigging 

around in the summer of 2015.” 
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“We obviously started with 

covers, but soon enough we 

worked on a few originals and 

launched an EP in 2016.  The 

full-length LP was released in 

2018.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “You’re 

a neo-rockabilly band.  How did 

you get into rockabilly and what 

would you say are some of your 

main influences, artists and 

records?” 

Jeff: “Long story short, I grew up surrounded by country music (my father had 

a country band).  After going through all kinds of rock styles in my teenage 

years; classic rock, metal, grunge, punk, name it, I saw Reverend Horton Heat 

opening for Soundgarden (around 1992, Subpop years) and that was it!”  

“Influences apart from the Rev, there are the obvious 50s classics (Scotty, Cliff, 

Eddie, Link, Chuck), revivalists (Brian, Link, Danny and Chris playing with Robert 

Gordon, Cramps) and lately bands like Kings of Nuthin and Amazing Crowns.  I 

like some good guitar playing!” 

Aldora Britain Records: “You’re currently involved with Rebel Music Records.  

How did you get involved with them and what would you say Johnny and the 

team has brought to the band?” 

Jeff: “Marc-Andre sent a 

copy of our EP to Johnny 

in 2016 and he liked it.  

So, naturally, when we 

finally had enough stuff to 

record a whole LP, we 

made him listen to it, and 

he wanted to put it out.  

We were pretty stoked, 

because that meant a 

good distribution not only 

in Canada (where we’re 
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at) and Europe, but also worldwide 

(we had fans from Japan writing to 

us).  Johnny dealt with the CD part 

of it, and we printed the vinyl here 

in Canada.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “You 

released your first LP in late 2018.  

Could you tell us a bit about the 

album and the making of it?” 

Jeff: “The Nuthouse LP is made of all originals, except one cover from our 

fellow Canadian, Jack Scott, who is one of our favourite artists to cover by the 

way, and who sadly passed away last December…  We are lucky in Montreal to 

have Michel Dagenais, a world class producer, guitar player, and a rockabilly 

buff.  He is the guy who makes us sound good on record.  We recorded live, 

and with Michel’s magic, it was done in a few sessions.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “Could you tell us a bit about the song, ‘Sharkbait’?  

what is the story behind the song and how did it come about?” 

Jeff: “I don’t recall why, but we had this idea of a shark surf rock song and once 

we got the lick for the chorus, the song basically wrote itself.  It was done in a 

couple of hours and in our set the next gig!  Very fun song to play live.  And 

now, it’s time for the Sharkbait dance… are you ready?” 

Aldora Britain Records: “What’s up next for the Black Moon Boys?” 

Jeff: “New originals, new covers, getting ready to rock in our next shows later 

in April.  We always do a few car shows during the summer as well, there are a 

few really good ones around here, and probably going back in the studio later 

this year.  Right now, we have an idea for two 7 inches, one around the 

Halloween-theme, and one maybe in French.” 

“We had this idea of a shark surf rock song and once 

we got the lick for the chorus, the song basically 

wrote itself.  It was done in a couple of hours and in 

our set the next gig!" 
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QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB Records: “Favourite artist?”  Jeff: “Reverend Horton Heat.” 

AB Records: “Favourite album?”  Jeff: “Liquor in The Front, Rev.” 

AB Records: “First gig?”  Jeff: “Saw my father’s band countless times when I 

was young but my first real rock show without parents was AC/DC, 

Thunderstruck tour, in the USA.  Was fifteen, summer camping with 

parents, and when I knew they were playing near I took my BMX bike!  And 

went to the show with my cousin.  We had barely enough in our pocket for 

the tickets.  Two kids in a crowd of bikers and rockers.  It was awesome!” 

AB Records: “Style icon?”  Jeff: “None.  Oh, yes, Eric Sandmark!” 

AB Records: “Favourite film?”  Jeff: “Pulp Fiction.” 

AB Records: “Favourite up and coming artist?”  Jeff: “Let me plug some of 

the great bands in Montreal.  We have rockabilly; Eddy Blake Trio, The 

Luckies, Sloe Gin Fizz and the great Bloodshot Bill.  We have psychobilly; The 

Brains, Gutter Demons and Lab Ratz.  We have surf; Men in Grey Suits and 

many more.  The local scene is very alive, even with jive dancing events, 

burlesque shows etc!” 
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Outlaws in The Western 

Abyss 
The Colorado music scene is on 

fire just now; Kerry Pastine & The 

Crime Scene, the Cass Clayton 

Band, Thunder and Rain, the list 

goes on.  The outlaws of the 

scene are the brilliant, Ryan 

Chrys & The Rough Cuts, a 

supreme cowboy rock and roll 

outfit who know how to create 

rock and roll just as well as they 

can create country and western.  

Last year, they unleashed their 

Western Abyss album onto the 

independent music community 

and this is how it goes… 

‘Outlaw in Us All’ is the perfect mission statement for The Rough Cuts, this 

song could single-handedly soundtrack an epic western with shootouts, 

saloons and desert landscapes aplenty.  ‘Burn Up the Highway’ comes next and 

is an ode to the rock and roll 

lifestyle and tales of the road set 

to the perfect southern rock 

backing track, reminiscent of 

bands such as Blackberry Smoke 

and Reckless Kelly. 

‘No Leash No Chain’ is a real 

highlight on this record, with a 

swinging sound that could make 

the listener believe it was written 

by Willie Nelson or Johnny Cash, 

this track showcases another ode 

to the road and the freedoms and  
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the perils associated with 

it.  Chrys’ songwriting is 

superbly demonstrated 

too and the tale told is 

recounted in such a way 

that really connects with 

the listener; you feel as if 

you’ve been through the 

same experiences and 

the same paces as The 

Rough Cuts.   

‘Almost Gone’ is a 

laidback country rock 

number and ‘Tearin’ It 

Up’ follows in a similar 

vein.  Billy Don Burns’ 

‘When the Rodeo is 

Over’, a lament to the 

king of the rodeo, is 

worthy of a mention, as 

is the assault-on-the-

senses hard southern rock of ‘Tough Enough’.  ‘Guitars, Bars & Hotels’ revisits 

one of the key themes of Western Abyss, life on the road and ‘rolling from 

town to town’ on ‘the highway to hell’ and again revisits the freedoms and the 

perils of the road.  This track also demonstrates Ryan Chrys working beautifully 

with The Rough Cuts’ backing vocalist, Lauren Michaels. 

Western Abyss winds down with a great double in the country outlaw lament 

of ‘Sorrow’ and the hard-hitting country rock of ‘Gimmie Some’ that builds and 

builds, showcasing the band’s tight musicianship, to a climatic point that is 

fitting of the record.   

A brilliant rough cut… 
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DREAM 
A collection of independent or underground songs from Aldora Britain 

Records! 

Featuring songs from Darling Boy, John Donegan, Anthony Quails, Nederveen, 

Mustard Allegro, Mighty Violets, Pete Jive, Arfur Doo & The Toerags, The Silent 

Boys, Psykobilly, Tenderhooks, Luback, Diamond In The Dirt, and Mr Magpie! 

Why not get your own copy?  Available for just £0.90 at the link… 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/dream  

 
As taken from the ABR compilation series that has been played on Planet Beth, 

Luxy Galaxy, Brutha Voodoo’s Playlist Obscura, All Things Blues and Southern 

Rock, Lucky Bag Show, The Alternative Sessions on Conquest Hospital Radio, 

and by Israeli DJ, Ahiad Lock! 

As seen on the Tip Top Pop Show! 

Featured and reviewed by Pinball Wizard and Yep Magazine! 

Associated with Button Up Records, Rebel Music Records, Direct Records, and 

72rpm Records! 

In proud collaboration with Phil Sorrell and the modernist pop artists at 

Caretaker Studios! 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/dream
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True Stories 
The final interview feature in this 

issue is with the magnificent, 

High and Wides, a bluegrass 

combo from Maryland.  The band 

stop by to chat to us about their 

latest album, Seven True Stories, 

recorded, in true bluegrass style, 

in an old farmhouse.  The record 

is a completely independent and 

DIY project from The High and 

Wides, maybe that’s why we dig 

it so much!  It’s also a mighty fine 

collection of Americana roots 

music.   

Join us and the band as we discuss the album and get to know these 

traditionalists a little better.  Enjoy! 

Aldora Britain Records: “Hi guys, 

how are you?  Thank you so much for 

sending out your album, there’s a 

serious lack of bluegrass music in the 

UK!  Could you start off by telling me 

a bit about the band, how did you 

guys come to be?” 

Marc: “Sam, Nate and I had played 

for about ten years together in a 

newgrass band called Chester River 

Runoff.  Sam and I had been talking 

for a while about doing something 

different style-wise, so when that 

band broke up, we started trying out 

some ideas.  They sounded good, so 

we’ve been pursuing it ever since.”  
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Aldora Britain Records: “You’re 

mainly a bluegrass band.  The 

genre has quite a history and 

heritage.  How did you get into 

bluegrass and what is your first 

memory of the genre?” 

Marc: “It’s different with all of 

us.  Nate, our fiddle player, has 

played since he was young, so 

it’s a bit more in his blood.  

Sam, our banjo player, started 

playing in college and got 

obsessed with the instrumental 

side of it.  I got dragged into a 

band and came around to really loving the rhythmic feel.  We dragged Mike, 

our bass player, into this band, and he’s really embraced the style.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “You had a bit of success with your debut, I believe it 

hit the Billboard Bluegrass Top 10, what an achievement!  How did it feel 

getting this acclaim?  Was is gratifying?  Did it put extra pressure on for the 

notoriously ‘difficult’ second album?” 

Marc: “The response to our first album was 

incredibly gratifying, mainly because what we 

were trying to do stylistically seemed to 

resonate with people.  When you set out to 

do something different, and people like it, it 

satisfies one of the elemental drives of 

playing music.  I think it gave us a great deal 

of confidence to keep on pushing our style 

and do another album, so it helped push us 

through any intimidation about a follow-up.” 

Aldora Britain Records: “The second album 

came out at the end of last year.  Could you 

tell us a bit about it and how it all came 

about?  It’s quite a self-made album I 

believe.” 

“I think it gave us a 

great deal of 

confidence to keep 

on pushing our 

style and do 

another album, so 

it helped push us 

through any 

intimidation about 

a follow-up.” 
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Marc: “We had this great burst of creative songwriting in the wake of the first 

album, so we wanted to capture that.  We recorded it at a friend’s house that 

they had vacated, so we took the place over and were able to spend a lot of 

time on arrangements and waiting for good takes.  A local record store owner 

proposed that we print the new record sleeves at the local college’s printing 

press, which I was into.  We ended up completely fabricating both the CD and 

LP sleeves because there was all this enthusiasm behind the idea.  It was a lot 

of work, gluing and folding and printing, but it was a nice break from recording.  

There’s a great relaxing zen thing with the repetition of printing things.  It was 

very different from mixing and recording, where you’re always making 

decisions.” 

 

Aldora Britain Records: “Could you tell us a bit about the track, ‘Head on The 

Shore’?  There’s quite a gruesome tale to be told there.” 

Marc: “Yes, my friend was walking on the beach near where I live on the 

Chesapeake Bay in Maryland.  He found a human skull, apparently recently 

deceased.  The FBI had to be called in and over the next year or so, the story 

came out.  A Russian woman had travelled over here to visit her son, who was 

having problems.  He killed her and threw her body in the bay.  It was such a 

crazy story and reminded me of the old murder ballads that have become 

staples in old country and bluegrass music.” 
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Aldora Britain Records: “What’s up next for The High and Wides?” 

Marc: “We’ve given free reign to our original songs on the first two albums, 

not trying to make it fit into a specific style, but when we play live, we do a lot 

of old standards and other songs we like, so our overall sound isn’t really fully 

represented on our albums.  We’re working now on material for an album of 

standards that will round out that sound a bit.” 

 

QUICKFIRE ROUND 

AB Records: “Favourite artist?”  Marc: “David Bowie.” 

AB Records: “Favourite album?”  Marc: “The White Album.” 

AB Records: “First gig?”  Marc: “Petra, a questionable Christian rock band 

from the 80s.” 

AB Records: “Style icon?”  Marc: “Marcello Mastroianni.”  

AB Records: “Favourite film?”  Marc: “Andrei Rublev.” 

AB Records: “Favourite up and coming artist?”  Marc: “Really love the 

album that Tatiana Hargreaves and Allison de Groot put out last year.  It’s 

amazing.” 
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One Thing More from The 

Smart Folk 

The Smart Folk have something quite 

special in Yesterday Repeating, their 

storming studio album from 2019.  This 

group incorporate a wide array of styles; 

predominantly a powerpop group, they 

bring in one hell of a lot of mod, punk 

and psychedelia.  A big mash-up, but a 

great mash-up. 

The title track opens proceedings and 

proves to be a swirling guitar-drenched, 

hand-clap drum powerpop anthem.  The 

Smart Folk state what they are all about in this superior piece of new wave 

rock and roll, a sound that could have fitted in with the mod revivalists of the 

late 70s and 80s.  ‘Foreign Affairs’ and ‘Shadow of The Panther’ are of a similar 

nature but are a bit less in-your-face rock and roll and a bit more emphasis on 

post punk melodic compositions.  

‘Summer and Light’ is pure mod punk with Lambretta references and a pop 

sensibility.  It is a definite highlight and one could be forgiven for making 

comparisons to Paul Weller and The Jam, such is the song’s stature.  ‘Take That 

Chance Again’ comes back to the swirling neo-psychedelic guitars, one could 

picture this track playing with sunshine pouring through the window on a lazy 

Sunday afternoon. 

‘Not Quite A Match’ is the catchy pop hit on this power-emphasised album.  It 

has a back-to-basics approach that really brings out the infectiousness of the 

chorus, definitely one to be playlisting.  ‘One Thing More’ brings it back to the 

driving and pounding powerpop revival, a Smart Folk characteristic.  

‘Camouflage’ is a psychedelic chillout, ‘In My Own Time’ provides more punky 

powerpop, and ‘Little Fish’ is the five minute R&B punk workout.  The album 

closes in a similar fashion to the way it started with the superb ‘Oblivion’.  

Another fine release from The Smart Folk. 
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FOURTEEN SONGS FOR A 

FRIDAY NIGHT 
A collection of independent or underground songs from Aldora Britain Records, 

featuring songs from Brad Tuck, The Unkool Hillbillies, Duane Mark, Marc 

Teamaker, The Aim, Mariachi Death Squad, The Widows, Monkey Mind, 

Double Echo, Phil Sorrell, Paul Hancock, Darron J Connett, Mani Perazzoli, 

Migrant Pickers, The Room Upstairs, Henry Crook Bird, and Marc Teamaker & 

The Soul Shop! 

Why not get your own copy?  Available for just £0.90 at the link… 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/fourteen-songs-for-a-

friday-night  

 

As taken from the ABR compilation series that has been played on Planet Beth, 

Luxy Galaxy, Brutha Voodoo’s Playlist Obscura, All Things Blues and Southern 

Rock, Lucky Bag Show, The Alternative Sessions on Conquest Hospital Radio, 

and by Israeli DJ, Ahiad Lock! 

As seen on the Tip Top Pop Show! 

Featured and reviewed by Pinball Wizard and Yep Magazine! 

Associated with Button Up Records, Rebel Music Records, Direct Records, and 

72rpm Records! 

In proud collaboration with Phil Sorrell and the modernist pop artists at 

Caretaker Studios! 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/fourteen-songs-for-a-friday-night
https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/fourteen-songs-for-a-friday-night
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THANK YOU FOR READING THIS ISSUE OF ALDORA 

BRITAIN RECORDS; BE SURE TO LIKE AND SUBSCRIBE 

TO OUR FACEBOOK PAGE TO BE KEPT UP TO DATE 

WITH FUTURE EDITIONS! 

IMPORTANTLY, PLEASE ALSO SHARE, SHARE, SHARE 

THE E-ZINE WITH ALL YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY! 

IT’S TOO GOOD TO KEEP TO YOURSELF! 

https://www.facebook.com/aldorabritainrecords/  

 

“TOMORROW’S MUSIC TODAY” 

EST. 2013 – SEVEN YEARS OF INDEPENDENT MUSIC 

 

“MANY MILES TO GO-GO” 

THE LASTEST INDEPENDENT MUSIC COMPILATION 

FROM ALDORA BRITAIN RECORDS OUT NOW! 

https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/many-miles-to-go-go  

https://www.facebook.com/aldorabritainrecords/
https://thealdorabritainrecords.bandcamp.com/album/many-miles-to-go-go

